L IFES TYLE
JUMPSUIT BY G-STAR RAW
The jumpsuit was a true G-Star icon from the brand’s start in 1989. Now, with 1990s
nostalgia taking over the fashion industry, the return of the one-piece is back and
ever-present. The jumpsuit originated as an outfit for parachuters and skydivers
to wear specifically for jumping from planes. G-Star RAW’s new campaign takes
inspiration from this in their unique collaboration with aerial silk dancers. The
silk dancers were captured high in the sky, showcasing their acrobatic art and
effortless flexibility in multiple jumpsuits, made for movement. Available in a range
of diverse fabrics, fits and colourways. Adjustable features such as expandable cuffs
and elasticated waistbands are prominent elements within each suit. Paired with
different denim styles, ready to wear in, make your own and style up or down. The
Spring/Summer 2022 Jumpsuits capsule collection is available in stores and from
www.g-star.com.

BENTLEY FOR MEN

MAISON COURVOISIER
The Most Awarded Cognac House, Maison Courvoisier,
announces a new bottle design and reveals Yinka Ilori as
its “Ambassador of Joy” – a role created exclusively for the
colourful storyteller. Ilori, the London-based multidisciplinary
artist, is best known for fusing his subject with his BritishNigerian background to create unique and memorable stories
through contemporary design. Ilori stands alongside other
creatives, including fashion and beauty photographer Betina
du Toit (of South African origin), who will each bring the multisensory experience to life through their respective mediums.
Each creative will be showcased in a compilation of films which
capture their interpretation of joy. This year, Courvoisier will
also redefine the cognac category as it unveils a new brand
look that embodies the French belief of “joie de vivre.” At the
same time, a new bottle design will be revealed, and a new Chief
Blender, Thibaut Hontanx, appointed to carry on the Maison
Courvoisier tradition of heritage, craftsmanship and innovation.
www.courvoisier.co.za
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Bentley Fragrances has developed an exclusive range
of fragrances designed to meet the wishes of smart,
elegant, status-conscious men: Bentley for Men. Men’s
fragrances under the iconic British Bentley Motors
brand seem to be precisely what customers who are
extremely particular about and love expressive, unique
fragrances are looking for. The Bentley For Men range
was created especially for cosmopolitan, self-confident,
individualistic, and at the same time highly successoriented men who are only satisfied with the very best.
Each scent offers you the chance to slip into the skin of
a passionate and exacting aesthete, driven by a spirit
of daring and discovery. Every occasion of his life is
echoed by a befitting scent, the invisible signature of
intangible yet unshakeable elegance. The Bentley For
Men Collection includes Bentley For Men, Bentley for
Men Intense, Bentley For Men Azure, Bentley For Men
Absolute, Bentley For Men Black Edition, and Bentley
For Men Silverlake. Bentley for Men is available at leading
stores, including Clicks, Dischem, and Truworths.

www.dinersclub.co.za

